Multiplying Dozens

Solve. Label your answers.

1. David has 6 dozen golf balls. How many golf balls does he have? ________________________

2. Daniel bought 3 dozen eggs. How many eggs did Daniel buy? ________________________

3. Olivia baked 4 dozen cupcakes. How many cupcakes did she bake? ________________________

4. Alyssa saw 2 dozen birds in a tree. How many birds did Alyssa see? ________________________

5. Samantha made 7 dozen bracelets. How many bracelets did she make? ________________________

6. Rafi cut 9 dozen lawns last summer. How many lawns did he cut? ________________________

7. Carter has 11 dozen ants in his ant farm. How many ants does he have? ________________________

8. Dan and Henry had 5 dozen baseballs. How many baseballs did they have? ________________________

9. Matt and Franco had 3 dozen baseballs. How many baseballs did they have? ________________________

10. Briana has 4 dozen pencils. Ashley has 6 dozen pencils. How many more pencils does Ashley have? ________________________

11. A.J. has 7 dozen crackers. Dylan has 10 dozen crackers. How many crackers do they have in all? ________________________

12. Noah collected 8 dozen pennies. Karleigh collected 50 more than Noah. How many pennies did Karleigh collect? ________________________
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1. David has 6 dozen golf balls.  
   How many golf balls does he have?  
   **72 golf balls**

2. Daniel bought 3 dozen eggs.  
   How many eggs did Daniel buy?  
   **36 eggs**

3. Olivia baked 4 dozen cupcakes.  

4. Alyssa saw 2 dozen birds in a tree.  
   How many birds did Alyssa see?  
   **24 birds**

5. Samantha made 7 dozen bracelets.  
   How many bracelets did she make?  
   **84 bracelets**

6. Rafi cut 9 dozen lawns.  
   How many lawns did he cut?  
   **108 lawns**

7. Carter has 11 dozen ants in his ant farm.  
   How many ants does he have?  
   **132 ants**

8. Davion sold 8 dozen tennis balls.  
   How many tennis balls did he sell?  
   **96 tennis balls**

9. Madison's story has 12 dozen words in it.  
   How many words are in her story?  
   **144 words**

10. Briana has 4 dozen pencils.  
    Ashley has 6 dozen pencils.  
    How many more pencils does Ashley have?  
    **24 more pencils**

11. A.J. has 7 dozen crackers.  
    Dylan has 10 dozen crackers.  
    How many crackers do they have in all?  
    **204 crackers**

12. Noah collected 8 dozen pennies.  
    Karleigh collected 50 more than Noah.  
    How many pennies did Karleigh collect?  
    **146 pennies**
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